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We are the first 
NBA-Superstar 

Play-To-Earn Game.

Solida and our
Play-To-Earn Game

“dunx“ make it possible 
for everyone to

easily earn money
without hard effort.

We are a DAO-project, thus
Solida World is owned by
our community. Everyone
who owns a token / NFT,

is part of the team. 

We offer a limited number
of NFTs (total number: 4152),

our own token SLD with a max
supply of 100 Mio. and our own

beta-game “dunx“. The ultimate
goal is a fully developed game

in the metaverse.  

Since the beginning we are 
following a clear financial

framework which is covered
by our investors. 

People spend a lot
of time playing games 

without earning money 
at all. 

We have completed
Phase 1 and currently 
work on the last steps 

of Phase 2. Our roadmap
presents a clear vision

we persue step-by-step.

Funds are carefully
used for reaching our 

milestones.

There is no comparable
NBA - Superstar game
on the market and we

see ourselves as first-movers
in the field of NBA-NFT

Play-To-Earn games. Therefore
we see a realistic chance to

dominate this market 
segment in the longterm.

The gaming market is 
currently one of the fastest 

growing markets and by 
participating with a professional 
project we will get a substantial 

slice of the pie.
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We offer basketball fans and NFT enthusiasts 
the opportunity to earn real money with our 
Play-To-Earn Game #dunx
Be one of the early investors and join our team 
to make this project one of the highlights in 2023!

Introducing

1. Introduction | Solida World



Do people earn money 
playing their favourite 
game?

2. Problem | Solida World

Problem

As we will learn later, the games market is growing
fast and especially on mobile devices people spend
a huge amount of time playing games. But very few
games offer the possibility to earn money while playing.
In the field of basketball there is no such game yet.



Easy money without
necessary knowledge
or hard effort

3. Solution | Solida World

Solution

SLD TOKEN PLAY-TO-EARN

Solida World is an opportunity for everyone who
desires to make easy money without being a
cryptocurrency expert or professional investor. 
No knowledge is necessary and as long as you 
are passionate about basketball and playing our
game, you can easily earn money.



We operate in one
of the fastest growing
markets

4. Market Size & Opportunity | Solida World

Market Size & Opportunity

The games market is growing like hardly any other
and especially mobile games are very popular. In
2022 50% of the market‘s share was found in 
mobile games and we will see even higher shares 
in the near future. Thus we operate in a very 
promising field where we will have our slice of the 
pie when putting together a professional project 
and reaching our goals.

50%

28% 21%
1%



Besides our NFTs and the SLD token we focus on
the development of our game dunx.
The first goal is a beta-version of the game where
players can compete against each other and collect
items and improve their skills. 
Our ultimate goal is a fully developed Play-To-Earn
game in the metaverse. 

4152 NFTs, the SLD token,
the beta-game „dunx“ 
and more

5. Product | Solida World

Product



ROADMAP

PHASE 1

Company Formation 
Website & Portal 

Creation of the 4152 NFTs 
Solida Token Contract 
Sales Plan & Structure

PHASE 2

Pre Launch Phase 
Start of Sales 

NFT / Token Distribution 
OpenSea placement 

Token Liquidity & Staking 
Exchange Listing

PHASE 3

Publication 
Solida Exchange 

Game Development 
Partner Onboarding 

PHASE 4

Game Launch (Basketball 
Game, Endless, CO-OP, P2P) 

Launch on Appstore and 
Playstore 

Play to Earn 
Battle pass Subscription 
Rank bonus Distribution

PHASE 5

Sandbox launch 
Metaverse 

Game Optimization 
VR integration and 

optimization 
Bug fixes / updates

6. Roadmap | Solida World



Everyone who is invested
in Solida, is part of the
team

7. Team | Solida World

Team

We are a DAO-project, thus Solida World is
owned by our community. Everyone who owns
a token or one of our limited number of NFTs 
is part of the team. 
Like any other NFT project we are dependent
on the steady growth and support of an active
community. 



There is no comparable
NBA-Superstar game
on the market

8. Competition | Solida World

Competition

We see ourselves as first-movers in the field of
NBA NFT Play-To-Earn games. Our competitors 
either offer games without the possibility to earn
money or focus on different sports. Especially 
by putting famous NBA Superstars at the heart
of our game, we clearly distance ourselves from
the competition.



You do not want to
miss out on this
opportunity

9. Financial Forecast | Solida World

Financial Forecast

The NFT sale generates a total turnover
of € 1.380 000,00 if all NFTs are sold in
each particular presale phase. This drives
the token to an estimated value of around
5$. After the Staking Product Sale the 
token could reach 8$. After the game launch
we expect another significant rise up to 13$
with even higher peaks in the future.

NFT Sale Staking Product Game Launch Future
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Funds are carefully
used for reaching our 
milestones

10. Invest and use of funds | Solida World

Invest and use of funds

We attach great importance to dedicating all
funds collected to the development of our 
game „dunx“ and our platform in the Metaverse.
Our focus lies in creating a sustainable and strong
project that provides long-term added value to
our community. Handling our financial resources 
carefully is therefore self-evident.
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